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The CRX Ecosystem’s 10 components, integrated with enhanced interoperability, each 
dedicated to its own specific mission, provides our CRX Token holders with a series of 

services developed over years from the birth of blockchain.
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2. The Problem vs. Solution

Being scattered of crypto-
related products and services

Time-consuming processes
of networks

Insecurity of ecosystems

Lack of a useable payment method
constructed on cryptocurrency

Existing Problems of 
Cryptocurrency Ecosystems
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2. The Problem vs. Solution

The last 10 years have shown that 
misconduct, fraudulent investment 
schemes, and cybersecurity issues are 
threatening the crypto market.

Insecurity of Ecosystems

01

Process for every separate network to 
benefit from their services and features, 
is a time-consuming method.

Time-consuming Processes of Networks

03

Users need to jump from one token or 
wallet to another, or need to participate 
in different networks, which creates a 
security concern.

Being Scattered of Crypto-related Products
and Services

02

CREX Pay will be able to manage users’ 
financial lives through its own unique 
payment method.

Lack of a Useable Payment Method
Constructed on Cryptocurrency

04

CRX Ecosystem consisting of an interconnected series of components successfully unifies traders, 
investors and cryptocurrency enthusiasts who wish to engage in a network for long-term benefits .
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2. The Problem vs. Solution

Existing Problems of 
Cryptocurrency Wallets 01 Most of the wallets in the crypto market solely support a limited number 

of cryptocurrencies. Users need to switch back and forth between wallets 
managing different cryptocurrencies.

Small Coin Diversification and Single Function

Hackers are constantly trying to break into wallets which they see as 
the weakest link in the cryptocurrency infrastructure. Users of non-
compliant wallets or networks have their accounts frozen or hacked.

Security

Users are still forced to hold their assets on cryptocurrency exchanges 
since wallets have a high threshold for ordinary users. Wallets need to 
be further optimized for business processes.

High Threshold and Poor Usability

02

03

We offer to solve these problems with CRX Wallet.
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2. The Problem vs. Solution

SELL

BUY

SELL

BUY

Existing Problems of 
Cryptocurrency Trading Speculations and manipulations are common 

in the cryptocurrency market. It makes the 
market behavior difficult to predict. 

Market Manipulations and Speculations

The cryptocurrency market is extremely unstable and 
unpredictable, which makes it difficult to make profits.

Unpredictable Behavior of the Market

There are a huge number of tokens that have no 
practical use and are used only for speculation.

Plenty of Tokens Without Practical Use03

02

01

CREX Bot is available for users to solve these problems.



The Solution for All: CRX Ecosystem with its native Token - CRX Token
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3. CRX Wallet

CR
X 

W
all

et
Storage stores safely all cryptocurrencies created on 

the chains available in the market

Transfer allows wallet-to-wallet and wallet-to-
exchange transfers of crypto assets

Hold NFT holds NFT collectibles purchased on NFT 
Marketplace

CRX Swap, UniSwap and
PancakeSwap

integration with PancakeSwap, UniSwap and
CRX Swap 

CRX Stamin early-stage crypto projects can benefit CRX 
Wallet for staking and mining

Use Cases of CRX Wallet
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3. CRX Wallet
Competitive Advantages of CRX Wallet

Provided for both mobile and 
desktop platforms.

Allows to hold, manage, and safe 
transfer of cryptocurrencies 
anonymously across the globe.

Through CRX Wallet, mining and 
staking features will be available 
for other cryptocurrency 
projects.

Has a dedicated team which 
has more than 7+ years of 
experience in the crypto 
market

Supports all chains 
available in the 
market.

Each transaction has a 
digital signature 
before it enters the 
blockchain.

Transaction verification is 
done through blockchain 
synchronization.

Welcome

Enter Private Key

Store, transfer and
manage your crypto-

assets

09:30
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4. CREX Pay

Required amount of one or
more cryptocurrencies are
checked in an order created by
the user – the checking process
is governed by a smart contract
in accordance with the order
previously created by the
respective user.

CRX Wallet CRX Swap

CREX Pay (User) Cooperating Bank In-store or Online Purchases

The sufficient amount of
cryptocurrencies is sent to CRX
Swap to be swapped with a FIAT-
pegged instrument. When the swap
is completed, the system triggers
our cooperating bank to transfer
required FIAT to the relevant
merchant to finalize the payment.

Global Exchange

Market value of crypto assets is taken from a trustworthy global exchange through bots instantly.
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When CREX Pay is used for an online payment, the relevant webpage opens a POP3 
Page on the same tab to enable the user to enter the CRX Wallet address where 
enough funds are checked.

CREX Pay communicates with the relevant user’s CRX Wallet to check for sufficient 
funds and begins to control available cryptocurrencies to swap accordingly to an order 
created previously by the user – the behavior for the control of available 
cryptocurrencies in a previously created order is governed by a smart contract.

When sufficient funds are found from one or more cryptocurrency, the CRX Wallet 
sends these crypto assets to CRX Swap – market values of the relevant tokens 
located in CRX Wallet are taken instantly from a trusted global exchange through 
bots.

CRX Swap provides a swap transaction for selected cryptocurrencies with USD, 
EUR or TRY-pegged instruments accordingly to payment, and transfers one of 
these instruments to CREX Pay.

When the relevant FIAT-pegged instrument arrives to CREX Pay, it triggers our 
cooperating bank to send FIAT currency to the merchant from our escrow account in 
the same bank to finalize the payment – we already have FIAT currency accounts (USD, 
EUR, and TRY) useable for CREX Pay in the bank we cooperated with.

01

4. CREX Pay

02

03

04

05
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5. CRX Swap

Integration with
MetaMask

Integration with
TrustWallet

Integration with
CRX Wallet

CRX
Swap
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6. CRX Stamin

Staking

Mining

Staking and mining features
for the early-stage projects 
at much lower costs. 

Useable through CRX Wallet.

Offers robust staking and 
mining mechanisms that are 
reliable, fast, cost-effective, 
and more efficient than 
existing alternatives. 

CRX Stamin
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7. CREX World

Expert Traders Crypto Trading Bots Info
- followers and investors
can copy expert traders’
cryptocurrency trades
seamlessly, in real time,
automatically with copy
trade

- expert traders can send
signals to followers

- expert traders can form a
network to earn profits

- investors can benefit
from copy trade feature of
crypto trading bots

- crypto trading bots can
send signals to users

- crypto trading bots listed
on CREX World after a 3-
month period of test

- market analysis, reviews,
indicators, and chart tools
will be provided

- easy-to-use with a user-
friendly interface
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7. CREX World

automate every single 
aspect of your trading, 
so you can devote 
your time to other 
parts of life

copy trade is the best 
choice for an investor 
who does not have 
enough time to do 
research and training

check out success rates, 
scores and risks of bots 

and traders to find the 
perfect trading 

opportunity

stop stressing out in the 
volatile crypto market, and 

start monitoring traders 
and/or bots’ trades

Advantages of CREX World
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8. CREX Bot
Competitive Advantages of CREX Bot

Has professional 
visionaries, who have 7+ 
years of experience,
engaged in the creation 
and development stages

The team periodically 
monitors CREX Bot’s 

work to provide a basis 
for further development

More effective at dramatically 
changing market conditions with 
the artificial intelligence that can 
quickly adapt itself to the needs of 
the market

Offers functional, user-
friendly, simple and secure 
usage

Users may check out the 
record of previous 

traders and CREX Bot 
itself to make an analysis

BUY
SELL

Offers the most
profitable copy trade

options
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9. Coin Value Track

Data Portal

Audit

Credible Info

News, Articles and Analysis

An access point to blockchain news, 
regulations and legal amendments in this 
field, government decisions or 
development stages of famous projects.

Columns, blogs, press releases, articles 
and other news-related content are 
published here.

A platform where users can make data 
analysis and risk assessment.

Users interact with other users, submit rates, 
and share content. It is planned to serve as a 
security consulting platform which will 
essentially focus on cryptocurrency projects.

COIN VALUE TRACK
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10. NFT Marketplace

Project Owners NFT Marketplace Investors

Our NFT Marketplace ensures a meeting point for new projects and users. Thus, 
newly launched cryptocurrency projects can fund themselves by selling the NFT 

collectibles, and users who buy NFT collectibles make a profit by selling these 
NFTs back to project owners or other users at a higher price after a while. It 

should be considered a new type of investment method.
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11. WISELEP
WISELEP is the blending of technology and education to 
provide further interaction between students and 
teachers who may be sitting in their chairs geographically 
different parts of the World.

WISELEP is a great solution for learning on your own 
Schedule. Our visionary virtual solutions provide real-life 
experiences to develop skills at the learner’s pace.

WISELEP will be the provider of interactive, high quality 
and immersive content using virtual solutions.

Partnership with corporates and individuals who have 
expertise in a range of subjects will allow us develop 
virtual reality solution for different subjects. 
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11. WISELEP

Experimental Learning with VR

Live Classes via VR

Foreign Language Learning

Partnership with Educational Institutions
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12. CREX Land
Crex Land is composed of 12 different world cities, which
are the same with located in real-world, plus few artificial
cities, which are virtually created, in where users interact
with each other, have metaverse experience, and buy
virtual hardware to generate CRX Token.

Also, in Crex Land you can use
ATMs to jump into CRX Swap.
All transactions, interactions,
selling and purchases such as
buying a coffee or renting a
coffee shop will be done
through CRX Token. $XCR is the
medium of exchange in CREX
Land.



SWOT
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STRENGTHS
Team with 7+ years of xp in the crypto
market, trading and building trading bots.

Some components of the CRX Ecosystem
have been completed, plus we have a few
partnerships already.

WEAKNESSES
Difficult, expensive and time consuming to 
build such a huge ecosystem. Do not have 
any chance to skip any spot. Need to think 

about every point in detail.

Crypto-related services and products have
been improved so far, and reachable know-
how is spreading more and more every day.

Can find opportunities to partner with other 
cryptocurrency projects in the market.
OPPORTUNITIES

Strong competitors on the crypto market 
across the globe. 

The challenge goes on since new 
competitors and ideas are on the way.

THREATS

13. SWOT Analysis
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14. Market Overview

63

8

7

8

30

84

0 20 40 60 80 100

2021

2020

Heard of neither one

Heard of Bitcoin but not cryptocurrency

Heard of both cryptocurrency and Bitcoin

A survey made in Turkey between the dates 
of April 30 and May 27, 2021, reveals that 
the share of people who heard of 
cryptocurrency or Bitcoin rose dramatically in 
2021 compared to 2020.

Turkey is experiencing its golden age for 
cryptocurrencies. The rise of cryptocurrency 
owners and gains in this market is noted in 
many news and statistics. This situation has 
started to turn Turkey right into a place that 
is recognized for crypto-related project 
development. 

That’s why we as CRX Team started to 
perform at a time when the interest of 
massive investors in Turkey increased.
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15. Strategy

- Cooperating with the leading local representatives
to promote the CRX Token worldwide

- Visiting all main crypto events, by this way 
large numbers of people will know about all 
advantages of CRX Ecosystem

- Organizing a strong advertising campaign 
to attract a lot of users to participate CRX 
Ecosystem, and it is already planned to 
cooperate with the best promoters

- Increasing the number of followers on
social media accounts. With a giant active
community, we are planning to increase the
number of CRX Wallet owners dramatically.
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16. CRX Token (XCR)

ICO; 4% Operational Grants; 5%

Reserved Funds; 10%

Team ; 6%

Staking Rewards; 15%

Mining; 60%

CRX Token, a BEP-20 powered token, is a fixed supply token with 300,000,000 hard cap. A total of 300 million CRX
Tokens will be issued over its lifetime which, based on a 50-year of planning.
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16. CRX Token (XCR)

4% of total supply (12 million tokens) will 
be sold in ICO stage. 

ICO (4%)

5% of total supply (15 million tokens) will 
be used for community growth, airdrops, 

and campaigns on social media.

Operational Grants (5%)

This amount is for emergency use and 
will be gradually supplied to exchanges 

as CRX Token is listed.

Reserved Funds (10%)

Team allocation quota is subject to 
lock-up periods and will be released 
over 4 years.

Team (6%)

Users have 4 different staking periods 
which consists of 1-year, 6-month, 3-
month and 1-month periods.

Staking Rewards (15%)

60% of total supply which equals to 180 
million tokens are allocated for mining 
based on a 50-year planning.

Mining (60%)
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16. CRX Token (XCR)

fees for the wallet-to-wallet and wallet-to-
exchange transfers and fee for when a user
makes profits from LP in swap platforms

CRX Wallet

transaction fees when CREX Pay is used
CREX Pay

fee for for when a user makes profits from a LP
in CRX Swap

CRX Swap

needed to become a member and use CREX World
CREX World
fee for staking and mining through CRX Wallet
CRX Stamin

needed to use CREX Bot for a specific time period
CREX Bot

free to use (basic features), fee for an access to
further info and massive data analytics about
crypto projects

Coin Value Track

transaction fees for both buyers and sellers
NFT Marketplace

free to use (limited features), fee for accessing
next stages and all features

WISELEP

purchase and sell CRX Token on several global 
exchanges

Trade

needed to hold for a period to earn rewards,
stake owners will be rewarded with CRX Tokens

Stake

Usage Areas of 
CRX Token

CREX Land
medium of exchange for all transactions
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16. CRX Token (XCR)

Staking Period Reward (% of staked amount)
1 year 10
6 months 4
3 months 1,5
1 month 0,75

It is required to hold a specific number of tokens to create a stake. Staking
will produce income based on its period and this income is transferred to the
user’s wallet daily. Reward tokens are useable at any time regardless of
staking period.

Mining Amount (60%) 180,000,000
Mining Period 50 years

Users can participate CRX Token generation in CREX Land through buying
virtual machines from CRX Stamin.
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16. CRX Token (XCR)
CREX Land has developed a solution for mining systems through blending metaverse and NFT. This unique
concept will offer users an option in which they can purchase a virtual mining equipment to generate CRX Tokens.
Under various collections, virtual mining machines will be on sale with different hash power, features, and prices
as NFTs. Users can start to generate CRX Token in CREX Land Metamining Zone by purchasing these virtual
machines.

Sample Designs of Virtual Mining Machines in CREX Land
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17. Roadmap

- Concept formulated
- Development of 
CREX Bot

- Release of CREX Bot
- Release of CREX 
World

- XCR offering
- Listing on Pancakeswap
- Release of CRX Wallet 
web app

- Release of CRX Wallet mobile app
- Further development of CREX World
- CRX Wallet integration with 
Pancakeswap and Uniswap
- NFT sales for XCR mining
- CREX Land Metaverse
- CRX Stamin goes live
- NFT Marketplace goes live

- Coin Track Value v.1.0. 
goes live
- Partnerships for NFT 
Marketplace
- CREX Pay Releases for 
only online payments

- Partnership with crypto-
related projects for CRX 
Staming
- Conducting tests for CRX 
Swap

- Integration of CRX Swap with 
Metamask and Trustwallet
- Listing on several global 
exchanges
- Encoding smart contracts for 
the cooperation between CRX 
Wallet and CRX Swap

- Partnership agreement with 
banks for CREX Pay
- Pilot scheme in online 
payments for CREX Pay
- Testing for NFT transactions

Q1 2016 – Q4 2021 Q2 2022 Q3 2022 Q4 2022

Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4 2023
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17. Roadmap

- Coin Value Track goes live
- Partnership with educational 
institutions
- Development of few stages 
of WISELEP
- Test with students and 
lecturers of WISELEP

Q1 2024 Q2 - Q3 2024 Q4 2024 Q1 2025

- Further development of 
next stages of WISELEP
- More partnerships with 
educational institutions

- Issuing CRX Card goes live
- Promoting CRX Card

- Partnership with foreign 
banks
- Online shopping at popular 
platforms with CREX Pay
- Global usage of CREX Pay



our office
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18. Social

crxtoken

crxtoken

crxtoken

crxtoken

crxtoken

www.crxtoken.com
info@crxtoken.com

crxtoken
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